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OKLAHOMA UNIFORM BUILDING CODE COMMISSION 
ENERGY CONSERVATION TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MINUTES 

VIRTUAL – WEBEX MEETING 
AUGUST 30, 2021 – 2:00 P.M. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT ON WEBEX VIDEO: 
Brian Braley, Bart Bartholomew, Eric Blalock (logged on at 2:18 p.m.), Todd Booze (logged in 
at 2:31 p.m.), Lee Fithian, Jonathan Jackson, Rick Johnston, Bill Kneeland, Kyle Lombardo, 
Steve Moore Kelly Parker, Lynn Sloan, Charles Snyder, JW Williams, and Donny Williamson 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT: 
Jeremiah Bryant, Blake Catanzano, Paul Gunderson, Clint Malley, Lonnie Shackelford, and John 
Staires 

OTHERS PRESENT: 
Billy Pope (OUBCC Staff), Kathy Hehnly (OUBCC Staff), Lindsay Heinrichs (OUBCC Staff) 
Byron Hughes, Curtis McCarty, Eric Lacey, Jason Vandever, Joseph Briscar, Mike Means, 
Robin Cornwell, Travis Baker 

CALL TO ORDER: 
Mr. Kelly Parker called the meeting to order at 2:06 p.m. Mr. Parker noted the first item on the 
agenda was a presentation by Mr. Travis Baker, who was not yet on the call, so they would move 
on to other items and come back to him when he was available. 

ACTION AND DISCUSSION ITEMS 
Discussion and possible approval of the August 16, 2021 Energy Conservation Technical 
Committee meeting minutes 

DR. LEE FITHIAN MADE A MOTION WITH A SECOND BY MR. BART 
BARTHOLOMEW TO APPROVE THE AUGUST 16, 2021 ENERGY CONSERVATION 
TECHNCIAL COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

VOTING AYE: Brian Braley Steve Moore 
Bart Bartholomew Kelly Parker 
Lee Fithian Lynn Sloan 
Johnathan Jackson Charles Snyder 
Rick Johnston JW Williams 
Bill Kneeland Donny Williamson 
Kyle Lombardo 

VOTING NAY: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Eric Blalock Paul Gunderson 

Todd Booze Clint Malley 
Jeremiah Bryant Lonnie Shackelford 
Blake Catanzano John Staires 
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Presentation by Mr. Travis Baker with Consolidated Builders Supply related to U and SHGC 
values for residential windows 
Due to technical difficulties, Mr. Baker was not yet on the line and the committee moved on to 
the next item and would come back to his item when he was available. 

Discussion and possible action on the 2018 IRC, Chapter 3, Section R327 Stationary Storage 
Battery Systems 
Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-39, modifying Section R327.3 
Mr. Parker noted he submitted the form and reviewed the change he made. He noted he deleted 
the language specifying that stationary storage batteries could not be installed within the 
habitable space and then added a new section of code, R327.3.1 which specified all the locations 
where they could be installed. He noted the change came from the 2021 International Residential 
Code (IRC). 

MR. KELLY PARKER MADE A MOTION WITH A SECOND BY DR. LEE FITHIAN TO 
ACCEPT COMMENT FORM ECTC EC-39 

The committee discussed their purview related to Chapter 3, noting that they were specifically 
assigned to look at that particular section related to energy storage batteries; that the change was 
submitted as if they were installing lithium batteries, they could not freeze and had to be installed 
in an indoor location. The committee discussed that the language in the form was from the 2021 
code, that it should have been underlined on the form to indicate it was added language and if 
there were any additional requirements for smoke detection. There was further discussion on 
changing the language from "stationary storage systems" to "energy storage system" and that it 
would be in line with changes made to Chapter 12 of the 2018 International Fire Code (IFC) 
adoption. There was further discussion on ventilation requirements and that Section R327.5 
Ventilation addressed those requirements. 

VOTING AYE: Brian Braley Steve Moore 
Bart Bartholomew Kelly Parker 
Lee Fithian Lynn Sloan 
Johnathan Jackson Charles Snyder 
Rick Johnston JW Williams 
Bill Kneeland Donny Williamson 
Kyle Lombardo 

VOTING NAY: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Eric Blalock Paul Gunderson 

Todd Booze Clint Malley 
Jeremiah Bryant Lonnie Shackelford 
Blake Catanzano John Staires 

Discussion and possible action to approve the 2018 IRC, Chapter 3 

MR. CHARLES SNYDER MADE A MOTION WITH A SECOND BY MR. STEVE MOORE 
TO APPROVE CHAPTER 3 AS AMENDED 
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VOTING AYE: Eric Blalock Kyle Lombardo 
Bart Bartholomew Steve Moore 
Brian Braley Kelly Parker 
Lee Fithian Lynn Sloan 
Jonathan Jackson Charles Snyder 
Rick Johnson JW Williams 
Bill Kneeland Donny Williamson 

VOTING NAY: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Todd Booze Clint Malley 

Jeremiah Bryant Lonnie Shackelford 
Blake Catanzano John Staires 
Paul Gunderson 

Discussion and possible action on the 2018 IRC, Chapter 11, Energy Efficiency 
Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-35, modifying Tables 1102.4.1.2 and 
1102.4.1.4 
Mr. Parker noted the form was a carryover from the last meeting and was submitted by Mr. 
Snyder. He noted the changes modified Table N1102.1.2 to change the wall value to R-15 or 
R13 +5 and the U-factor in Table 1102.1.4 to 0.077. He noted the reason for tabling the form was 
to gain some real numbers and asked if Mr. Booze was there to comment on it. Mr. Snyder asked 
if they could skip the form until Mr. Booze could have a chance to discuss it. Mr. Parker noted 
he had sent out a spreadsheet with those numbers. There was some discussion from the public 
requesting a copy of the spreadsheet and Ms. Hehnly forwarded it to them. Mr. Parker thanked 
everyone who contributed to the info on the spreadsheet and noted they would come back to the 
item when Mr. Booze was on the call. 

Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-43, modifying Table N1102.1.2 
Mr. Parker noted the next item was submitted by Mr. Matt Holland. He noted the change 
addressed Table N1102.1.2 and revised the ceiling insulation value in climate zone 3 from R38 
to R30. He noted Mr. Holland cited issues with vaulted or cathedralized ceilings that were 
problematic when trying to achieve R38. 

MR. TODD BOOZE MADE A MOTION WITH A SECOND BY MR. LYNN SLOAN TO 
ACCEPT COMMENT FORM ECTC EC-43 

The committee discussed the numbers that Mr. Parker had run and provided. They discussed the 
various scenarios on the spreadsheet and the cost differences between changing the insulation 
values in the walls and ceilings; the annual savings projected on the spreadsheet; and that the 
spreadsheet looked at five different house plans with a square footage for 1400 in the first plan 
up to 2700 in the fifth plan. The committee discussed the differences between the HERS scores 
for R30 and R38; that the HERS score addressed the annual consumption of heating and cooling 
and water heating; the numbers on the spreadsheet were reviewed in depth; the differences in the 
cost of materials between the R30 and R38, the annual expected costs savings and the 20-year 
payback needed to recoup the cost of the materials. There was further discussion that the cost 
represented on the form was for the builder and did not include the markup that would be applied 
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to the consumer; that number reflected a 100 percent blown ceiling; what builders were actually 
doing in the market; when a wall became a ceiling at the 45 degree mark; that the comment form 
that would allow the use of R-19 for a portion of the ceiling was voted down; and that the code 
had an allowance in Section 1102.2.2 for up to 500 square feet or 20 percent of the total insulated 
ceiling area whichever was less, but that section specified the reduction would not be applied to 
someone using the U-factor alternative approach. The committee discussed concern that the 3/4-
inch airspace that was required between the substrate and the insulation was not being provided; 
manufacturer's warranties were now contingent on applying that ventilation spacing; the payback 
period for the costs associated with the higher insulation; and the settling rate of the insulation 
over time. 

There was more discussion on the payback period for the increased insulation; HERS ratings; 
and what a fair markup value would be for the builder to the consumer; that if the code 
requirements were enforced evenly the cost would be shared across everyone; today's energy 
rates and increases that could happen in the next 20 years; and today's material costs. At the end 
of the discussion a committee member called for the question. Mr. Parker reminded everyone 
that the form lowered the R-value requirement given in the code from R38 to R-30. 

VOTING AYE: Eric Blalock Lynn Sloan 
Todd Booze Donny Williamson 

VOTING NAY: Brian Braley Bill Kneeland 
Bart Bartholomew Kyle Lombardo 
Lee Fithian Steve Moore 
Jonathan Jackson Kelly Parker 
Rick Johnston Charles Snyder 

ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Jeremiah Bryant Lonnie Shackelford 

Blake Catanzano John Staires 
Paul Gunderson JW Williams 
Clint Malley 

Presentation by Mr. Travis Baker with Consolidated Builders Supply related to U and SHGC 
values for residential windows 
Mr. Parker stated the reason for the presentation was because Mr. McCarty sent him a note that 
Mr. Baker had said if the new U-factors and SHGC values were adopted per the code, that there 
would be some products currently installed in Oklahoma that would not meet the code. He noted 
although there was no comment form in front of them, he did want to provide Mr. Baker a 
chance to talk about the issue from a supplier perspective. He added he did want the committee 
to be aware of the issue and that the minutes reflected the committee had looked at all of the 
various types of products that were impacted by the changes in the energy conservation code. 

Mr. Baker thanked Mr. Parker and stated not only was his company a supplier, but they were 
also a manufacturer. He noted they manufactured a thermal-break aluminum window and had 
done so since 1985. He noted his window met the criteria for the energy code currently but 
would not if the proposed factors went into effect. He added radical changes would have to be 
made to windows, but not just theirs, but multiple manufacturers in the State of Oklahoma as 
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well as outside, for their products to meet that new criteria. He added with vinyl windows 
currently the standard Low-E glass with just an air space, not gas filled, which met the criteria of 
the current code. He stated they would have to upgrade windows to a Low-E 356 glass with an 
argon gas to get to the proposed code requirements, which on average for a vinyl window could 
be anywhere, depending on the manufacturer, between 10 to 20 percent on the high side cost to 
the builder. He added fiberglass windows had the same scenarios, the Low-E with the dead 
airspace would not meet the proposed criteria, it would have to be increased to the 356 glass with 
argon, which was a little bit less of a cost factor based on the manufacturer's and how they 
purchased materials, roughly about an 11 percent increase to the contractor or builder. He stated 
the biggest change was in the aluminum window side of things, and for his product to meet the 
new criteria, they would have to change the glass pretty drastically and Low-E 356 would not 
work, they would have to do an additional layer Low-E on a fourth or second surface. He noted 
when done it altered the look of the glass in a way that was not appeasing to most consumers as 
it came off very dark and could have either a bluish tint or a greenish tint. He added it became an 
aesthetic thing at that point. 

He stated contractors and homeowners liked big windows and big doors and aluminum had come 
back in a way. He noted it was for a couple of different reasons, its strength and durability, and 
for the colors that were widely available. He noted they couldn't replicate the strength with a 
vinyl window when it came to doing certain window sizes and that they had the freedom to do 
that with aluminum. He stated it's one of those things this code will dramatically affect, mainly 
the high-end custom home builders that are doing large window walls. He noted things like that 
couldn't be done in a vinyl product due to sheer size, strength and shifting constraints. He noted 
the change would affect several companies and manufactures in the State. He added he wasn't 
sure the route that needs to go, aluminum was a product that has been used for a long time and 
was still the preferred use in commercial construction, but it did lack in some of the energy 
qualities as compared to vinyl, wood, and the fiberglass, but it made up for with the flexibility of 
what you can do with it. 

There was some discussion between the committee and Mr. Baker related to the windows used in 
affordable starter homes and the costs associated with making that kind of change could be 
around $400 for a 2000 square foot home; if Mr. Baker's company sold product in other states, 
with Mr. Baker stating they did not sell outside of Oklahoma; that other higher end companies 
that did work both in and outside of Oklahoma and how the change would affect their 
businesses; and how each change that added $500 to the house added up and what builder costs 
would be and how they would end up moving people out of the affordable housing market. There 
was further discussion on hindering local companies from selling their products in Oklahoma; 
that while people were moving to Oklahoma due to affordable housing there was also a need to 
better manage the energy usage to accommodate future growth without taxing the existing 
energy infrastructure; and pricing buyers out of the housing market. The committee discussed 
adding another meeting so more information could be provided before any changes were 
approved; that increased demand for energy could cause utility costs to increase and limit who 
could afford to live in Oklahoma; that the changes the energy committee were not the only ones 
that affected the cost of homes and changes made by other committees also reviewing portions of 
the code added costs to building homes as well; that costs for land and materials were going up 
and that housing prices in the last year had risen 15 percent where typically it was 5 to 7 percent 
per year. There was discussion that builders were creating developments that were strictly for 
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rental purposes as people couldn’t currently afford to purchase homes; that 60 percent of the 
median income people in Oklahoma could not afford to purchase a home; that purchasing a 
home was the biggest wealth creation for a family; reasons for increases in housing costs; that 
builders don't look for alternative ways to build that could cut costs and use high end finishes 
when they could go with lesser options; and that the committee should look at the structure of the 
home and what made it function at the legally acceptable minimum code, not the finishes were 
that could be changed.  

There was further discussion on building affordable homes and knowing the home would have a 
payoff on energy conservation over the life of the home; that providing an energy efficient home 
would help the homeowners with utility costs on an on-going basis; that the committee could 
look at one item in a vacuum and make a case that the cost of the change was worth it, but they 
needed to look at the cumulative effect on affordability not just one item. There was discussion 
on the higher end finishes and that costs for some of them were much lower than they used to be; 
that consumers were much more educated about the building process with all the information 
available today and the need to find a balance between making sure houses were well built and 
adding too many changes that kept people out of purchasing a home. The committee discussed 
running numbers to understand the impact of the change with the HERS scoring system; the 
diminishing point of return on window U-factor; what the spreadsheet Mr. Parker had provided 
for another item and the cost savings reflected on it; additional costs for going to an R-19 wall 
with 2 x 6 framing; and that there could be other issues not just with aluminum but also vinyl 
windows with the proposed changes. At the end of the discussion Mr. Parker thanked Mr. Baker 
for his time and for the information he provided to the committee about windows. 

Discussion and possible action on the 2018 IRC, Chapter 11, Energy Efficiency 
Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-35, modifying Tables 1102.4.1.2 and 
1102.4.1.4 
Mr. Parker noted the item had been skipped earlier since Mr. Booze wasn't on the call. He noted 
it was the form that modified the wall R-value from R20 or 13 + 5 to R15 or 13 +5. He stated last 
time they had made a motion to accept, and it was withdrawn, and the item was tabled. He noted 
further information was received and asked if there was a motion to accept the form. 

DR. LEE FITHIAN MADE A MOTION WITH A SECOND BY MR. BART 
BARTHOLOMEW TO ACCEPT COMMENT FORM ECTC EC-35 
Mr. Parker reviewed the spreadsheet with the numbers he provided related to the change and that 
the numbers assumed R-13 batts were installed at a Grade 1 and that there was additional labor 
needed to correctly install them per the manufacturer's instructions. He noted the R-15 cited was 
a blown-in product and not a high-density batt product. There was discussion on the numbers 
provided in the spreadsheet. The committee discussed that insulation was typically not replaced 
once the house was built; the cost savings difference between the R-13 and R-15 insulation and 
the costs associated with the install of the insulation; and builder markup and cost that was 
ultimately passed to the homebuyer. 
VOTING AYE: Brian Braley Kyle Lombardo 

Bart Bartholomew Steve Moore 
Lee Fithian Kelly Parker 
Bill Kneeland Charles Snyder 
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VOTING NAY: Eric Blalock Lynn Sloan 
Todd Booze JW Williams 
Jonathan Jackson Donny Williamson 
Rick Johnston 

ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Jeremiah Bryant Clint Malley 

Blake Catanzano Lonnie Shackelford 
Paul Gunderson John Staires 

Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-40, modifying Section N1102.4.1.2 
Mr. Parker noted he submitted the form and the next two or three forms and that they created 
independence of testing between installers and testers. He read aloud Section N1102.4.1.2 and 
noted his change deleted the language "Where required by the building official, testing shall be 
conducted by an approved third party. A written report of the results of the testing shall be signed 
by the party conducting the test and provided to the building official." He went on to read out the 
language he added language related to the independence of the inspector to be a third party that 
was not employed by the contractor responsible for the work, have equipment that was calibrated 
and labeled with that information, that the representatives of the third party to have the required 
experience, certifications and registrations and provide a written report. 

Ms. Hehnly asked about the form and stated after the first paragraph in the code book, it 
specified six items that addressed how the test was to be conducted and she wanted to clarify if 
that was to remain part of the section as it wasn't included on his comment form. Mr. Parker 
noted that language would be kept. 
MR. KELLY PARKER MADE A MOTION WITH A SECOND MR. BART BARTHOLMEW 
TO ACCEPT ECTC EC-40 

The committee and some members of the public discussed the form and what the object of it 
was, which was to make the tester independent of the installer; other areas of building 
components that were both installed and tested by the same company; that rating and code 
inspections were two different things; and that the change could require raters to be licensed by a 
state entity like the Construction Industries Board (CIB) and that the rater would need be 
licensed as a code inspector; that similar actions were happening around the country; and that 
could be an issue at the Capitol, the last thing they wanted was more regulatory bodies. The 
committee discussed the training hours, certifications and registrations, several of the licensed 
trades and the difference between those and the amount of time, experience and testing that was 
required for raters; that there were two national programs that certified raters, RESNET and BPI 
(Building Performance Institute) and the requirements for their programs; and the fact that raters 
training was not near the level of the licensed contractors and that they were not on the hook for 
any liability testing the contractors work. They discussed how long it took to pass the 
certification testing and the requirements needed to pass it; and that over 40 percent of all new 
homes in the country were rated. There was further discussion on how raters were held 
accountable and what happened to them if they fabricated a performance test; the difference 
between a code compliance check and rating a home; and that Mr. Parker had already reached 
out to the CIB but had not met with anyone yet, to discuss overseeing the program; that the raters 
were also audited by their provider and the numbers needed to match when the provider did an 
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independent test; that the market would monitor and confirm that a builder did not hire another 
company that they had some kind of ownership in but that rating business was run by someone 
else; and who would have the governing jurisdiction over raters in areas outside of municipalities 
that had building officials and that if the intention was the CIB the committee should not be 
deciding that without input from them. There was further discussion on the intent of the change, 
that CIB would not do residential inspections; that even if the house was built outside of a 
jurisdiction with active inspectors, the obligation was still on the builder and tradesmen to follow 
the building codes; hiring third-party inspectors; that in unincorporated areas if there was any 
federal funding an inspection was required to be done by an engineer to get the 10-year warranty; 
if the OUBCC's Assistant Attorney General had reviewed the form and if it was legal to add that 
language; that another agency could oversee the program, it didn't have to be the CIB, but it 
would take action from the legislature to make it happen; and if the change limited trade; that a 
contractor was already prohibited from running more than one company under their state license. 
The committee discussed jurisdictions required the person performing a third-party test to be 
certified to perform it and if they didn't have the right certifications, they would not accept the 
report; that the language Mr. Parker proposed be deleted should be left as they were tying the 
jurisdictions hands on who they could accept the report from; and if there was a conflict of 
interest that the language proposed was submitted by an independent rater and that it would 
require hiring one for each home. 

MR. BART BARTHOLOMEW WITHDREW HIS SECOND ON THE MOTION TO ACCEPT 
ECTC EC-40 

Mr. Parker asked if anyone else would second his motion. No other members seconded the 
motion and the comment form died due to lack of a second. 

Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-41, modifying Sections N1103.3.3 
and N1103.3.4 
Mr. Parker noted it was the same issue in a different part of the code, just related to duct testing 
and if someone installed the ducts, they couldn't test them. He added it was the same wording as 
the previous form. 

MR. JONATHAN JACKSON MADE A MOTION WITH A SECOND BY MR. KELLY 
PARKER TO ACCEPT COMMENT FORM ECTC EC-41 

Mr. Booze noted he felt like all the concerns were discussed with the prior form with adding the 
language into code. Dr. Fithian asked to call question. 

VOTING AYE: Johnathan Jackson Kyle Lombardo 
Bill Kneeland Kelly Parker 

VOTING NAY: Brian Braley Lynn Sloan 
Eric Blalock JW Williams 
Todd Booze Donny Williamson 
Rick Johnston 

ABSTAIN: Bart Bartholomew Steve Moore 
Lee Fithian Charles Snyder 
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Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-42, modifying Section N1103.6 and 
Table N1103.6.1 
Mr. Parker noted it was the same issue and added the same language for whole house mechanical 
ventilation. He noted it did change to the 2021 efficacy for fans per watt as well in Table 
1103.6.1. He reviewed the changes made on the form and asked for a motion to approve it. 
Comment form ECTC EC-42 died for lack of a motion to accept. 

Discussion and possible action to approve the 2018 IRC, Chapter 11 
Approval of the chapter was tabled until the remaining issue was addressed related to windows. 
There was some discussion about delaying the approval, due to when Mr. Parker was scheduled 
to present the changes to the Commission. Ms. Hehnly noted she could poll the committee to 
schedule one more meeting before the September commission meeting to get a quorum and 
finish the issues up. 

Discussion and possible action on the 2018 IRC, Chapter 19, Section M1903, Stationary Fuel 
Cell Power Plants 
Item tabled until the next meeting. 

Discussion and possible action on the 2018 IRC, Chapter 23, Solar Thermal Energy Systems 
Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-37, modifying Section 2301.2.2.1 
Item tabled until the next meeting. 

Discussion and possible action on the 2018 IRC, Chapter 28, Solar Water Heating Systems 
Discussion and possible action on comment form ECTC EC-38, adding a new Section P2802.3 
Item tabled until the next meeting. 

ADJOURNMENT: (4:01 P.M.) 
DR. LEE FITHIAN MADE A MOTION WITH A SECOND BY MR. DONNY WILLIAMSON 
TO ADJOURN 

VOTING AYE: Brian Braley Bill Kneeland 
Bart Bartholomew Kyle Lombardo 
Eric Blalock Kelly Parker 
Todd Booze Lynn Sloan 
Lee Fithian Charles Snyder 
Jonathan Jackson JW Williams 
Rick Johnston Donny Williamson 

VOTING NAY: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Jeremiah Bryant Clint Malley 

Blake Catanzano Lonnie Shackelford 
Paul Gunderson John Staires  
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Minutes approved by the committee on the 25th day of October, 2021 

KELLY PARKER 
Kelly Parker, Chairman 
OUBCC Energy Conservation Technical Committee 

PREPARED BY: KATHY HEHNLY 
Kathy Hehnly, Executive Assistant 
Oklahoma Uniform Building Code Commission 

Official Copy: Original with signatures in office file. 
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